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Welcome back! If you didn’t receive last week’s first installment of Monday Morning
Mettā, head over to my blog for a brief explanation of Mettā.
Today’s mettā meditation seems like a tall order but isn’t, not really. As you say this
phrase a few times, examples of contentment will automatically come to mind.
Gratitude for safe comforts might slip into your conscious awareness. You’ll find joy
in tiny moments. Relish in them.
Click here for an audio version of this week’s Mettā meditation.
So glad you’re here!

Fun Tarot Card Reading!
Use your intuition to guide you to a specific card below. Choose the card with the
crystal on it that calls to you.
At the end of this newsletter, you’ll see the cards flipped over, with a reading for
each one. The card that you chose here will have the reading for you this week.

Wait to scroll down to the bottom until you’ve chosen your card!
Card 1: Rose Quartz. Choose this card if you’re interested in learning more about
love in your life, romantic or otherwise.
Card 2: Red Jasper. Choose this card if you are lacking motivation and energy, or
if you need an all around boost.
Card 3: Green Tourmaline. Choose this card if you are looking to attract
prosperity and abundance in your life.
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Blog Excerpt: Do Less
Whether it's synchronicity or serendipity, I'm feeling the power of doing less. I'm
feeling the power of what I do is good enough.
First, let's talk about yoga. Two years out of back surgery and I'm still (maybe will
always be) unable to do many poses, or full expressions of the pose. But you don't
have to be injured or in chronic pain to grasp that the body appreciates when you
know your limits. Doing less in a yoga class is allowing your body time to exhale. I
often encourage my yogis come up out of a pose, just a couple of inches, instead of
dumping their weight and innate flexibility into it. This matters in so many ways:
first
first, you get to strengthen your muscles by actually USING them, instead of letting
them rest on your flexible spine, hamstrings, hips, or shoulders. Second
Second, you do not
need to be [your perception of ] perfect. Do less.
I'm not saying "do lazy." I'm not saying "don't do." I'm telling you that when you're in
my yoga class, or any yoga class, you can strengthen your body and support your
mind by doing less. Striving for perfection in a yoga pose is, literally, doing too
much. Yoga, to me, doesn't support perfection. It doesn't support the boasting of "Oh
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my god that hurt so much" or that pride some of us feel when we "push through"
pain. Nope. My yoga supports a one-ness with your body, a listening and an
awareness, that includes doing... less. By letting up a little when the body wants and
needs it.
Now let's talk about life. Because life lessons come from the yoga mat! You guys! It's
true! In life, I think of doing less as something to create more power in my day, or in
my head, or in my relationships. For example, I do less email. I don't have my work
email app on my phone, which means I only read and answer email when I'm
actually working. Oh, and also... I delete most of it (shhh, don't tell). If it's not truly
important, I don't read it. I don't let my mind get cluttered with useless information.
I do less.
I also don't kick myself into perfection (that much). This blog, for example, could
have been re-written and edited and re-edited again and again. And then I probably
wouldn't have posted it because it was not perfect. And it isn't! But. I figured that
what I had to say was important enough that you would forgive me tiny mistakes or
a little bit of incoherence. I'm doing less here so that I can be more.

To read more, head over to my blog.

Class Schedule This Week
Wednesday: 5:45pm // 45 minutes Yin Yoga
Thursday: 3pm // 1 Hour Yoga
Friday: 7:15am + Noon // 45 minutes gentle yoga

ZOOM link to all classes
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Password is: gratitude

Rachel’s Recommended Reading
City of Thieves by David Benioff (famously Amanda Peet’s husband. Oh yeah,
he also adapted Game of Thrones for HBO…). City of Thieves is part family
history, part fantasy, and tells the story of the author’s grandfather (we think?)
as he experienced Leningrad during WWII.
Girl, Woman, Other by Bernadine Evaristo. It’s a gorgeous book that captures
twelve slices-of-life, intertwining and enlightening.
The Circle by Laura Day. It’s a practical guide to manifesting your “New
Reality.” Kinda woo-woo but totally my jam, it helps you harness your energy
to make your wishes come true.

Please feel free to forward this email to anyone who might be interested in getting a
little love in their inbox each week.
Much love,
Rachel
xo
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Your Tarot Reading, Revealed!

Your Tarot Reading, Explained!
Card 1 // Justice: You are searching for your relationships to be more balanced.
What are you giving, and are you getting what you need? Successful relationships
are developed through thoughtful consideration and balance. Use your intuition
(third eye center- notice the crown!) and your words (the sword, representing
communication) to get your needs and love across. Connect deeply with what you
need and express it.
Card 2 // Three of Swords: Dig deep. You may be feeling detached or
disconnected, unwilling to acknowledge disappointment or pain. Find your center
and balance by resting in what you do already have. Sometimes you can’t boost
yourself up without feeling what you need to feel, or what you’ve kept down deep.
Face the pinpricks to your heart and step forward.
Card 3 // Ace of Swords: This card is a reminder of your own tremendous power!
Get clear, really clear, on what you desire. Write it down (Swords are the suit of
communication!) and remind yourself daily. Whatever abundance you desire, you
deserve. PS- you may be getting a gift soon! It could come in the form of a
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compliment or a congratulations. Enjoy it.

Learn more about Tarot here

*tarot reading idea from Sarah Greenman!
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